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SYNTHESE:
Ce document presente les derniers resultats autour des melanges dans les cuves
de REP 900 MWe. On y met en evidence la representation du transitoire reel envoys
dans la cuve lors du de"marrage d'un GMPP.
Dans un premier temps, nous presentons le code de thermohydraulique aux
616ments finis N3S utilise" lors des calculs tridimensionnels.
Puis, nous donnons les resultats obtenus pour un cas de fonctionnement du
rdacteur. Ce cas concerne le melange en regime transitoire d'une poche d'eau claire
dans la cuve lors du ddmarrage d'une pompe primaire. Une comparaison est effectue'e
entre les deux modes d'injection de cette poche; configuration stationnaire de
l'6coulement ou representation exacte de la rampe de debit provoqu6e par la mise en
route d'un GMPP. Nous comparons les resultats numeriques donnant la concentration
minimale et revolution temporelle de la concentration moyenne en entree du coeur.
Les resultats montrent l'importance des caracteristiques instationnaires de
recoulement lors du transport de la poche d'eau claire.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :
This report explains the last results about the mixing in the 900 MW PWR
vessels. The accurate fluid flow transient, induced by the RCP starting-up, is
represented.
In a first time, we present the Thermalhydraulic Finite Element Code N3S used
for the 3D numerical computations.
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After that, we~gwe4fe9 results obtained for one reactor operation case. This case
is dealing with the transient mixing of a clear plug in the vessel when one primary
pump starts-up. A comparison made between two injection modes ; a steady state fluid
flow conditions or the accurate RCP transient fluid flow conditions. We oompareThe
results giving the local minimum of concentration and the time response of the mean
concentration at the core inlet are/ The results show the real importance of the
unsteadyness characteristics of the fluid flow transport of the clear water plug.
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THREE DIMENSIONNAL CALCULATIONS OF THE PRIMARY
COOLANT FLOW IN A 900 MW PWR VESSEL.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE ACCURATE
RCP START-UP TRANSIENT FLOW RATE.
A. Martin, D. Alvarez, F. Cases, S. Stelletta
Departement Laboratoire National d'Hydraulique
Electricite de France
Chatou
FRANCE

INTRODUCTION
Pointed out by the 1986 French PWR Safety studies
and by a 1995 OCDE/NEA Specialist Meeting, a
potential risk of a reactivity accident may exist in
association with boron dilution events and a poor degree
of mixing of the diluted fluid in a PWR vessel (Figure
l).The diluted slug transport and mixing in the vessel
when a Reactor Coolant Pump starts-up is the most
significant case.
A Research and Development action has been
started in 1991 and the program aiming at an increased
knowledge of vessel thermalhydraulics consists in two
complementary approaches based on experiments
performed on a BORA BORA 0.2 scale mock-up (Fig. 2)
and numerical computations (Fig. 3) using the EDFs
Thermalhydraulic Finite Element Code N3S (Alvarez,
1991). In the two approaches, the exact geometry of a
900 MW CPY vessel was taken into account as well as
possible like the plates and instrumentation columns of
the lower part of the vessel.
Up to now we have published results on a validation
case consisting of comparisons between experiment
results and numerical computations of the isothermal
steady state fluid flow mixing in the vessel for a normal
reactor operation when the three loops mass flow rate
balanced. Then the mock-up and the N3S code were used
for the plug mixing study in the vessel taking into
account a steady state fluid flow rate in the vessel, only
the transient mixing of the plug was investigated
(Alvarez. 1994), (Martin, 1996) et (Alvarez. 1995). The
effect of the RCP start up transient flow rate on the plug
mixing was not taken into account in this study.
This paper presents the CPY PWR plant and the
N3S code developed under EDF Quality Assurance
Policy. Then the scenario of the diluted plug is discribed.
The clear water plug was previously made up in the
primary coolant intermediate loop and then shot into the
vessel when the RCP starts up. The accurate RCP
transient flow chart and the time history of the diluted
plug is also given. The N3S numerical simulation of this
scenario and the results are given in details. We also

compare these new results with the previous one's
performed without the transient behaviour of the RCP
start up flow rate. This comparison given in terms of the
plug mixing in the downcomer and boron dilution maps
at the core inlet shows the importance of the RCP
transient flow rate behaviour. The mixing is better with a
RCP steady state flow rate than with the accurate RCP
transient flow rate.

THE 900MW CPY PWR :
As mentioned before, the purpose of these studies
concerns the primary coolant mixing capabilities in
French PWR vessels. From an overall point of view, the
900MW CPY plant has been chosen because it is a three
loop type reactor which is the more common running
plant in our country and because the CPY type offers the
most geometric complexities such as the downcomer's
four sectorized thermal shields (Fig. 1).
With the benefits of previous works on PWR,
e s p e c i a l l y
t h e
CEA/EDF/FRAMATOME/WESTINGHOUSE Joint
Research Program PWS 2-9, the exact vessel geometry is
taken into account as much as possible. The simulation
area of interest starts several cold legs diameters
upstream the vessel entrance elbows, up to the lower
core plate (See Figure 1 for the reactor and the domain
concerned). The core itself is not simulated and the hot
legs are only represented by their outer diameter in the
downcomer.

The BORA-BORA mock-up
The BORA-BORA mock-up was designed in 1991
and has been running since march 1992. The three cold
legs, the outer vessel itself, the lower plenum
instrumentation columns and plates are made of Perspex
for flow fields visualisations and for further Laser
Doppler Velocimetry measurements (Fig 2).

For the hydraulic experiments, the primary flow
mixing characteristics are studied at the core inlet in the
mock-up close to the lower core plate by means of
temperature tracking. For the steady state fluid flow
mixing tests the temperature of one of the cold legs is
warmed 10°C hotter than the others. For the transient
discharge study of a clear plug in the vessel, the plug is
simulated by a wanned water plug.
The vessel mixing characteristics are determined
between the cold legs and the core inlet plate. A
temperature rake gives the reference temperature several
diameters before the cold leg elbow and 60 sensors
regularly spaced measure the temperature at the core
inlet. The sensors used in the experiments are 0.25 mm
thermocouples with a 7 ms measured time response. The
calibration of the sensors has been performed with an oil
bath leading to a 0.1°C accuracy. By computing the total
energy balance between the inlet and the outlet of the
vessel gives the global accuracy of a run. A run is taken
into account only when this global accuracy does not
exceed 10%.

THE N3S CODE
The FEM code N3S has been developed by the
Research Branch of E.D.F for thermalhydraulics studies
in nuclear engineering design taking advantage of our
experience acquired on 3D finite difference codes. N3S's
development started in 1982 with as main feature the use
of unstructured meshes for complex geometries
modelling. After intensive testing required by EDF
Quality Assurance policy, it is now available for use as a
general purpose tool which has been applied successfully
to a wide variety of incompressible laminar or turbulent
flows (Chabard, 1992) with or without heat transfer
(Delenne, 1993). For code assessment, a wide range of
computer program validation are made under a Quality
Assurance procedure for every main release of N3S.
Code results are compared with analytical solutions
when available or with literature experiments (Chabard,
1993). Computations of benchmark exercises for
international numerical workshops constitute a other
kind of code validation (Leal De Sousa, 1994).
For solving our study, we used the N3S package
which contains four main steps : the pre-processor, the
solver's interface, the solver N3S itself and the postprocessor.
For the pre-processing task, the I-DEAS™ software
and most exactly Object Modelling (OM) and Finite
Element Modelling (FEM) have been used for the
geometry definition (mapped meshing) and SIMABL™
(free meshing) for the unstructured mesh generation.
The solver's interface PREN3S checks the mesh
and prescribes the boundary conditions.
N3S solves the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
equations for an unsteady incompressible or
compressible flow, with a constant time step or a space
or time variable time step. Different turbulence models
can be used but in our computation, we use the standard
k-C two equations turbulence model beeing given the
high level of turbulence in our study. For buoyancy

driven flows with small temperature differences, the
momentum equation is coupled with the energy equation
using Boussinesq approximation. To take into account
more important thermal effects we consider the NavierStokes equations in which density depends on
temperature : p = p(T). The time discretization is based
on a fractional step method (Caruso, 1992). At each time
step the code solves successively :
- an advecdon step, for the non-linear convection
terms of the Navier-Stokes equation and the k and e
equations, by using the characteristics method (Bouldr,
1992),
- a diffusion step on scalar variables,
- a generalized Stokes problem for the velocity and
the pressure, solved either by a Chorin-Teman algorithm
(preconditioned conjugate gradient [P/G/N]).
Assuming a logarithmic velocity profile, we use
wall functions on the boundaries to compute the friction
shear stress at each time step. Additionally, a zero flux
condition is given for k which leads to the definition of a
second velocity scale used to prescribe e at the wall
(Bidot, 1992).
For the post-processing task, the GRAFN3S and
ENSIGHT softwares were used for FE visualisations in
fluid dynamics. Obviously, the mesh and all computed
variables can be plotted but also 2D isocontours or fluid
trajectories with the same interpolation method used in
the solver GRAFN3S. ENSIGHT allows the
visualisation of 3D fields. All specific functionalities
were developed according to EDF specification.
For the application to the CPY PWR, Pl-isoP2
tetrahedrons are used for efficient turbulence solutions
(Pot, 1993). The preprocessing task led to one mesh :
361911 P2 nodes and 237801 elements with the plates
and instrumentation columns (Figure 3).

BORON TRANSIENT
COMPUTATION

EXPERIMENT

AND

The case of dilution transient studied here is related
to the mixing of a clear water plug when one RCP starts
up, with a zero mass flow rate in the two others cold
legs. The plug when entering the vessel has a zero boron
concentration. The remaining of the primary coolant
fluid has an initial value of 2000 ppm boron
concentration. The primary fluid flow characteristics
involved by the RCP start-up is shown in Figure 4. This
flow chart was accurately measured in a EDFs full scale
qualification mock-up specialy designed for the
characterisation of the first off Reactor Coolant Pumps.
On Figure 4, VI represents the fluid volume between the
pump succion zone and the vessel inlet and V2
represents a 8 m-3 clear phig volume.
In our firsts approaches (Alvarez, 1994), (Martin,
1996) et (Alvarez, 1995), we have made the assumption
that when the plug driven back by the RCP reaches the
vessel inlet, the fluid flow has weD established turbulent
mixing characteristics. So in our previous studies we
have considered only the transient mixing of the plug,
between the vessel inlet and the core inlet, at a constant

mass flow rate of 1450 kg s'* (see Figure 4 for caption).
In this new approach, we have drawn back the
assumption taking into account that the accelerating fluid
flow may change the turbulent mixing process. So we
have simulated the real transient fluid flow and the
results are presented.
Figure 5 shows the comparison between the BORABORA mock-up results and the N3S computations for
the steady state flow rate mixing (Martin, 1996) et
(Alvarez, 1995). In the experiments the clear plug
mixing is investigated by a temperature tracking method
between the cold leg number two and the core inlet In
the computations a passive tracer method is used. In the
cold leg, a tracer is prescribed for a time corresponding
to the entrance of the clear water plug. In both cases the
plug transport is obtained with a steady state flow in the
vessel. Figure 5 shows a good agreement between
experiments and computations (Alvarez, 1995).
The following Figures concern the computational
results on the simulation of the accurate RCP start-up
fluid flow that we compare with our previous results.
Figure 6 shows the mixing of the plug in the downcomer
for two time steps, the first one when the plug reaches
the downcomer and the second one when the tail of the
plug appears. Figure 7 shows the concentration of the
unborated water when reaching the core inlet plate, at his
minimum value. Related with this figure, Figure 8 shows
the concentrations time histories of the reference signal
(the plug in cold leg), the core inlet spatial average signal
and the minimum local one. The localisation of the
minimum concentration is deduced from Figure 7 and
the time dependant signal shown on Figure 8 is related to
this point. The graphs on Figure 8 are synchronized with
respect to the reference signals. Comparing solely the
concentrations levels between both cases, we show the
importance of the unsteady characteristics of the fluid
flow transport of the clear plug.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the last results available on boron
dilution reactivity transients in PWR's are presented.
These new computational results show that we have to
simulate the accurate Reactor Coolant Pump fluid flow
characteristics when studying the mixing of an unborated
plug shot in the reactor vessel when the RCP starts-up.
However an important work still must be done to
qualify the minimum concentration levels obtained in the
computational simulation. For this purpose, the BORABORA mock-up is being transformed to simulate the
time flow chart of the RCP. In an other way, modelling
the fluid flow motion starting from the rest with a
standard k-c turbulence model is insufficiently validated.
So, a computational validation task is also scheduled for
this purpose.
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Figure 1 - 900 MW CPY PWR geometry.

Figure 2 - BORA-BORA mock-up
seen from below

Figure 3 - Finite Element mesh
seen from below
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Figure 4 : Accurate Reactor Coolant Pump start-up fluid flow time history.
VI : volume between the pump succion and the vessel.
V2 : 8 rrp clear plug volume
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Figure 5 : Clear water plug transient mixing with steady state fluid flow conditions.
Mean concentrations measured and computed at the core inlet.

Figure 6 : 8 m 3 clear water plug transient mixing with the RCP transient fluid flow conditions.
Concentration maps of the tracer in the downcomer computed by N3S for two different time steps.
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Figure 7 : 8 m 3 clear water plug transient mixing.
Concentration maps of the tracer at the core inlet computed by N3S.
Left : with steady state fluid flow conditions.
Right: with the RCP transient fluid flow conditions.
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Figure 8 : 8 m 3 clear water plug transient mixing.
Concentration time histories of the tracer computed by N3S.
Subscript ref : concentration in the cold leg.
Subscript moy : spatially averaged concentration at the core inlet.
Subscript loc : minimum concentration at the core inlet.
steady : with steady state fluid flow conditions.
ramp: with the RCP transient fluid flow conditions.
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